The Solid Rock Ministry International
"Truth Driven Family Life Groups".
Desperate to join God in what He is doing, "Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus ..."
Philippians 2:5 KJV

Subject: Allow Jesus to be Your Anchor in Your Storm!
Text: Hebrews 6:19; Mark 6:45-51 (NIV)
Also: Hebrews 11:6; Proverbs 13:12; James 1:2-4; Isaiah 65:24
Opening Prayer: Pray that all believers at Solid Rock will internalize the message that
Jesus is their anchor, and their hope in Him guarantees their safety during their storms!
1. Faith is like a muscle, it, too, needs to be exercised to become stronger in God!
Sometimes God allows believers to go through storms to strengthen their faith! What
about your faith, has it grown due to storms in your life? If so, share your testimony!
2. Do you see a correlation between being pruned by God (What God does to the branch
that is producing fruit so that it will produce more fruit) and a storm that God allows
a believer to endure? If so, share the correlation with the life group.
3. An anchor on a ship goes down to the ocean bed to secure the ship from drifting. The
anchor does not get rid of the storm, but it will hold the ship safely in position until
the storm passes. Jesus is the anchor in the believer’s life and those that remain in
Him will not drift! What is the evidence in your life that Jesus is your anchor? Is the
evidence shown in your daily walk? If so, how?
Closing Prayer: Pray that the Holy Spirit will put someone in your path this week who is in
a storm. Share your experiences with them of how Jesus is an anchor and hope, and that He
will guarantee their safety during their storm!
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